
Your Ideas Your Initiatives 

1. Do you learn sustainable mobility at school?

113 răspunsuri:

-NO:57 raspunsuri , 50,4%

-YES:56 raspunsuri , 49,6%

2. How important do you think the issues related to sustainable mobility are for our 
city?

114 răspunsuri:

-1:3 voturi , 2,6%

-2:4 voturi , 3.5%

-3:37 voturi , 32,5%

-4:40 voturi , 35,1%

-5:30 voturi , 26,3%

3. Do you believe that sustainable mobility can affect the region in which you live?

114 răspunsuri:

-Yes:62 voturi,54,4%

-No:13 voturi,11,4%

-I don’t know:39 voturi,34,2%

4. Do you think that Sustainable Mobility

114 răspunsuri:

-is a reality:24 voturi,21,1%

-is a necessity:47 voturi,41,2%

-it is a reality, but it is used for the benefitof interest groups:32 voturi, 28,1%

-it is a story invented for the benefit of interest groups:4 voturi,3,5%

-other:7 voturi,6,1%

5. How important is sustainable mobility for the region where you live:



114 răspunsuri:

-1:5 voturi,4,4%

-2:8 voturi,7%

-3:41 voturi,36%

-4:33 voturi,28,9%

-5:27 voturi,23,7%

6. How interested are you in sustainable mobility issues?

114 răspunsuri:

-1:10 voturi, 8,8%

-2:19 voturi, 16,7%

-3:34 voturi, 29,8%

-4:32 voturi, 28,1%

-5:19 voturi, 16,7%

7. How well-informed do you think the inhabitants of Braila are regarding the aspects 
related to Sustainable Mobility?

113 răspunsuri:

-1:19 voturi, 16,8%

-2:33 voturi, 29,2%

-3:42 voturi, 37,2%

-4:10 voturi, 8,8%

-5:9 voturi, 8%

8. When you think of Sustainable Mobility , which are the first 3 words or phrases that 
come to mind

77 de răspunsuri:

 Evolution of umanity
 nature, helpful and life
 life, walk, population
 Economy, health,Saving humanity



 transport, vehicles, roads
 Economy school evolution
 clean, modern, good
 bus, train and pollution
 Necessity,benefit,challenge
 fuel,eficiancy and distance
 car, bycicle, public transport
 cars,children,crossroads
 reducing air pollution
 Community, Cooperation, Team
 public transport, bicycles, reducing harmful emissions
 Solution, Green, Healthy
 BICYCLE ROADS, ELECTRIC BUSES AND POLLUTION TAXES
 Walking , cycling , public transport
 miscare, masini, timp
 curățienie, reciclare, administrare
 economy,freedom,earth
 siguranta, ecologizare, economie
 Scoala,transpot,siguranta
 Intelligence, technology and useful
 Solar panels, recycling, renewable energy
 means of transport
 Benefit, project, initiative
 People Walking car
 Transport, nature, responsibility
 Green transport, walking, cycling
 safetiness, reasurance and happy
 Mers cu bicicleta
 bicycle, less CO2
 Electricity; safe environment; clean air
 FRIENDSHIP, HUMAN INTERACTION, RELATIONS
 bicycle,electric vehicles,car sharing
 Bicycle,elecric vevicles,car sharing
 Power,support,into the.
 Power,support,into the .
 cycling, health, progress
 Accessibility, traffic, bus
 Roads, traffic, cars
 electric cars, bicycles and walikng
 necessity, humans, help
 car, bus, taxi
 Future life new
 Change, Hope, appreciation



 transport, pollution, energy
 Support, comunity, interest
 Walking, cycling, transport
 Pollution reduction
 Transportul rutier, congestia traficului
 Roads, Police Officers, Rules
 Useful , normal , benefit
 sustainable mobility period.
 Bus, car, bike
 pollution, bicycle, natural resources.
 Car,bicycle,sleep
 Car bus steps
 Non-qualified, money, abandon
 Life, children, future
 another country learn

63 raspunsuri serioase

9. In your opinion, what are the factors that determine sustainable mobility

113 răspunsuri:

-the actions of the population to use public transport:53 voturi, 46,9%

-encouraging cycling:60 voturi, 53,1%

-encouraging walking:68 voturi, 60,2%

-encouraging students to go to school by car:11 voturi, 9,7%

-encouraging more students to go to school in a single car:19 voturi, 16,8%

10. What are the consequences that Sustainable Mobility could have on the 
environment

113 răspunsuri:

-reducing the number of students who go to school by car:42 voturi, 37,2%

-increasing the number of students who go to school by bicycle:53 voturi, 46,9%

-increasing the number of students who walk to school:55 voturi, 48,7%

-more actions to promote sustainable mobility:34 voturi, 30,1%



-others:21 voturi, 18,6%

11. Do you think that in the region where you live compared to 15-20 years ago, the 
number of students who go to school by car is higher?

113 răspunsuri:

-Yes:77 voturi, 68,1%

-No:17 voturi, 15%

-I don’t know:19 voturi, 16,8%

12.How do you appreciate the influence of Sustainable Mobility on your life

113 răspunsuri:

-1:4 voturi, 3,5%

-2:5 voturi, 4,4%

-3:51 voturi, 45,1%

-4:32 voturi, 28,3%

-5:21 voturi, 18,6%

13. What means of transport do you go to school with?

112 răspunsuri:

-by bicycle:9 voturi, 8%

-on foot:45 voturi, 40,2%

-with public transport:56 voturi, 50%

-with their personal car:9 voturi, 8%

-by car with parents:50 voturi, 44,6%

-by car with other colleagues:10 voturi, 8,9%

-others:4 voturi, 3,6%

14. Your age:

113 răspunsuri:

-10 ani:1 vot, 0,9%

-12 ani:5 voturi, 4,4%



-13 ani:11 voturi, 9,7%

-14 ani:13 voturi, 11,5%

-15 ani:10 voturi, 8,8%

-16 ani:25 voturi, 22,1%

-17 ani:34 voturi, 30,1%

-18 ani:9 voturi, 8%

-19 ani:2 voturi, 1,8%

-21 ani:1 vot, 0,9%

15. Sex:

113 răspunsuri:

-Male:52 voturi, 46%

-Female:61 voturi, 54%


